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There are numerous papers in the literature, which analyze the behavior
of specific queueing systenms in terms of certain roots of a nonlinear equation.
In this paper we show that a very general clam of queueing systems, including
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1 Introduction
One of the classical problems in queueing theory is the steady state and transient
analysis of the GI/G/m queue. Ramaswami and Lucantoni 7] and de Smit [8]
analyze the steady state behavior of the GI/R/m queue through the matrix geo-
metric method and complex variable methods respectively. Bertsimas [1] analyzes
the R/R/m queue, where R is the class of distributions with rational Laplace trans-
forms using the method of stages. All these investigations address the case where
the servers are homogeneous and there is only one arrival stream which forms a
renewal process. Yu [10] proposes an approach for the case of heterogeneous servers
and Erlang interarrival times. There are also numerous papers in the literature,
which analyze the behavior of specific queueing systems in terms of certain roots of
a nonlinear equation.
In this paper we aim to understand the structure of the solution of an arbi-
trary G/G/m queue with heterogeneous servers and multiple arrival streams, as
well more complicated systems involving bulk queues and queues with feedback.
Moreover, we want to demonstrate that a very general clas of queueing systems, in-
cluding queues with heterogeneous servers, multiple arrival streams, bulk queues and
feedback, is described by a characteristic equation, which we characterize explicitly.
Although our results re only structural in the case of systems with arbitrary
distributions, they can potentially lead to an algorithmic solution in the case where
all the distributions have rational Laplace transform. Moreover, we believe that
they lead to a certain unification of the field.
The methodoly we used is to extend the method of stages, which has been
used for queueing systems only for distributions with rational Laplace transform
(Ca [UI to arbitrary distributions using supplementary variables.
In section 2 we introduce our techniques with respect to the GI/G/1 queue. We
then proceed in section 3 to the G)/({C)"/m queue with L arriving streams and
m heterogeneous servers. In section 4 we describe the general methodology to derive
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the characteristic equation of arbitrary systems and apply it in the context of bulk
queues and queues with feedback, while the final section contains some concluding
remarks.
2 The generalized method of stages in the GI/G/1
queue
Since we are addressing the transient queue length distribution we assume the sys-
tem is initially idle. Let a(z), b(z) be the interarrival and service time distribution
respectively and let a(s), (a) be the corresponding Laplace transforms. Let
(z) b(z)
f o. a(y)dr' ,'l, V() dy
be the corresponding hasard rate functions.
Let P,(t, z., z) be the probability that at time t there are n customers in the
system, z. is the elapsed time since the last arrival and z& is the elapsed time since
the current service initiation. We can then write down the Kolmogorov equation
that describes the dynamics of the system. For n > 1,
P,(t + Zt,zs + At, + t) = (1 - %(Z.)At - r(tb)t)P.(t, ., zs)+
6(z.)j Pl(t, u, z).(u)du At + 6(z)j P+I(t, z.. , u)iN(u)du At,
where 6(z) is the usual delta function. Taking the limit s At - O we find that for
n 1
aa .,) u.5z)j Ps-, (t, u, zb)q.(u)du + 6(z6) fP+, (, z, u)qb(u)du
-[> it ,.,,) +,,(Z.)P. (, Z., S,)] - [AP,(t, z., ,) + r()RP.(Z, Za, ,)].
We now define the following operators that act on a function f(.) from the left:
f(x.)o = z.f(z.) + ((.)f(t .)
f(z)4O, _ f(z,) + rA(z,)f(s)
3
f(z,)a,. = -6(,.) ( f(u)q.(u)du
(t6)ar, & = -6(,z) /f' f(u)i(u)du.
With these definitions the Kolmogorov equations become:
a
P(t, z. &)=-P,,_(t,z, tz)al -Pn (t, zl){a+a}-P.+l(ts, z, )lb
Taking the Laplace transform in terms of t we obtain that for n 1:
*tr(8, Z, Z)+ 1(8, Z,,, Zb)AI+1(8 Z, Zb){t+ )+R+1(8, Z, Zb)lb = 0,
(1)
where xr,(s,, z) = P,(t, , z6)]
Equation (1) is a difference equation in terms of n with constant coefficients. In
terms of z,, z it is a linear partial differential equation. In order to solve (1) we
use the separation of variables method and we asume that a general olution is
i,,(s, z,, z) = (s)R,(z)A(zb). Substituting to (1) we obtain:
0.(to)0b(z&){ + [AO. + . + [A + W(,)1b] = 0,W(a)
which can be rewritten as
*.(z.)q4(z,){( 4(-)+ ()) + )) = 0,
if we define the operators 4,i() = s1i + zAli, i = a, b.
As a result, *.(z.), A(zb) should be eigenfunctions of A.(-- ), (w S)) respec-
tively with corresponding spectrum -. (s), -(s). We are thus naturally led in
the next lemma to the investigation of the eigenfunction and eigenvalue structure
Le ed ##(z) dsot ox cigaefsectios of A.(z) wit a corrmsposdixg spec-
.whe.
A(z) = f a()dy
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gad the ceracterittic eqsation of the spectrum i
za(9.) = 1.
Proof
The eigenvalue equation is 4(z)4A(z) = -#.m .(z), which reduces to the ordinary
differential equation (ODE)
d4.(:) + *.(z)*(z) - :6(z) O O .(y)h.(y) dy =-O ()
dz
.(Z) =0 (z<O)
Since this is a first order linear ODE it can be olrved by direct integration as follows:
#.(x) = Ke-e "-/' () l (z > 0), (2)
where
K = O .(y).(y) d.
Substituting (2) to the expression for K we obtain
1 = z - -'. " .-g ()d,(z) ds = j e- 'j a(y) dM(x)d =
z' fJ1 "a()dw = ,()
i.e. the characteristic equation for the spectrum is
sa(9.) = 1.
Moreoer, up to a constant factor the eigenfunction #a(z) is
.(,) = ,--.".(, I , -.a(y) dy (, >0).O
Applying now the previous lemma we obtain that
,(s, z., sb) = ~()'e-.(*)'-'*'>*,(.)J(,,)
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and w() satisfies the following system of equations
e.() + ebs() = 
W(s) = (0.(s)) (3)
w(,)0(06(,)) = 
W()1 < 
The above system of equations has several solutions for w(s). If 3(s) is a ratio-
nal function where the denominator is a polynomial of degree k, i.e for the model
GI/R/1, an easy application of Rouche theorem establishes that there are exactly
/ roots wi(s), ...,wk(s) in the unit circle. In this case the solution would be a linear
combination of the form:
k
,(, tZ.,Z b) = Ci()wi()C-*'"i(J)'-('"A( z.)B(z&, n > 1.
For the GI/G/I queue, in which the service time distribution is completely arbitrary,
there is a continuum of roots w,(s) characterized by a continuous parameter u. As
a result, we conclude that the transform of the queue length distribution r,,(s) is
characterized as follows:
· ,(s) = ~ C,(o)*(')
where C,(#) is a function independent of n. We have thus established the following
result:
Theorem 1 In a GI/G/1 queue, wtich is initiallp empty, the trlasform of the
queue legtA distri6tion As tAe followiug structure for n 1:
·. (,) = E C.(o),.(.)",
11
whem, the roos w,() re forrd from (3) TAe teadg-state solrtion is cAieved by
letts a = O.
1Noe that
h(,) - )- ( ' (1 0 _ W$)),()
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For the steadystate waiting time W under FCFS we let = 0 and we apply the
distributional Little's law of Bertsimas and Nakazato (2] to find that the density
function of the waiting time is:
fw(t) = C.O) C()t,
where C.(O) = -c (-)(*-'.(o)) i.e the waiting time distribution is a linear com-
bination of exponential terms. As before, there re finitely many terms in the
summation for the GI/R/ queue.
3 The {G}L/{G}m/m queue
In this section we generalise and extend the techniques of the previous section to
the multiserver (G)L/{G)/m queue with L arrival streams and m heterogeneous
servers. This queue is notorious for its difficulty. Our main result is that the
tail of the transform of the queue length distribution is also a linear combination
of geometric terms which we explicitly characterize. Moreover, the steady state
distribution of the queue length and the waiting time under FCFS is also a linear
combination of geometric and exponential terms respectively. The number of terms
in the linear combination is finite only in the case in which all the service time
distributions have rational Laplace transform.
In this queue ther e L arrival streams. The interarrival times in stream i form
a renewal process. Let ei() be the Laplace transform of the interarrival time of
stre , i a 1, .. tomnM rom all the stream form a single waiting line. We
si t thb srva discipline is FCFS. There ae m servers in this queue. Server
j 1aaspevic tim distribution with Laplace transform Oj(·). For the transient
queu leith distribution we assume that initially the system is empty.
Let P(t, et.,..., ., t,...-, z&) be the probability that there are n customers
in the system at time t, the elapsed time since the laS arrival for each stream i
(i = 1,... ,L) is z,4 and the elapsed time since the current service initiation for
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server j = ...,m) i Zj. Let r.(S,z , ,...ISa, I-,.. ,) be the Laplace
transform of P,,(t, .. , z, L, tbz ,,..., ).
As in the previous section we write the Kolmogorov equation that describes the
dynamics of the system and take transforms with respect to t. Using the operator
notation of the previous section we obtain that for n > m:
L
,n(,St , . .. I SL, t ... b,,) + S&--l( , , .. *,, tL,. .,q) I al, i
isl
L m
+r(&,tot 6 .L.Ze..X&){ w + I jb
m
+ ,+1(, tO,... t tL ... , ' I z* ) * l j = 0, (4)jtl
where the operators 4O.h, j.j, j, Al, are defined as in the previous section.
Our analysis now follows exactly the same path. We use the eparation of variables
technique to solve (4). We introduce a general solution
(. ,s,.,'*,*.X. . ,,) =W() [ +*(,~)' ~,(, )
~in jul
and we obtain that
L L 1
· , .,(-Z) (, ){ + E ( ) + E aj,(()) = 0.
itl jutl il jul
Arguing a before we rquire that the O,(.rJ), ,j(zj), i 1= , ...,, ... ,m
are eigenfunctions of (i), ,(;(s)) respectively with corresponding spec-
trumn -#,(), -i(f). Applying lemma 1 we find that
L , u
mand tchl cteatic equation for w(s) is:
F.Ni e(S) + 8 , %(a) a= (a)
,(,) = ,q(,(,)) (i = .... tL) (&)
,(o)1j(,(,))~ = 1 (j = l... m) (c)
()l < 1 (d)
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Therefore, we can summarize the previous discusion in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 In a {G}L/{G}'/m queue, whic i initially empty, the trnsform of
the qeue length distribution as the following tructure for n > m:
· (,) = S C.(S) w,(s)"
where the roots w.(s) are found from (5) and C.(s) is independent of n. The steady-
state solution is cAieed by letting = 0.
The previous theorem is in agreement with the results of Bertsima [1] who considers
the R/R/m queue with homogeneous servers. In the G/RIm case, where the degree
of the denominator of the transform of the service time distribution is k, there are
('m+-1) roots inside the unit circle. More generally, in the {G)L/{R)m/m case
there are finitely many roots in the linear combination. Theorem 2 generalizes
results of Takahashi [9] about the asymptotic behavior as n - o of the steady-
state probability that there are n customers in a Ph/Ph/m system.
Moreover, in the case L = I we can also find the structure of steady state waiting
time distribution under FCFS using the distributional Little's law of Bertsimas and
Nakazato 2]. Then the density function of the waiting time is
fw(t) = () -(
where C.(O) -c t i.e the waiting time distibution is a linear com-
bination of exponetil trmu. For the cae with L arrival stream using a similar
appouih to 'i imas and Nakasato [3] we can find that
- . fw(t) = -l(O) l C '2 ( P
i.. th tim h xponntil t in t
i.e. the wuiting time has exponential tails in this cas as well.
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3.1 Algorithmic issues
In the case where all distributions belong to the clam R of distributions with rational
Laplace transform then the variables z,, zb, are discrete and therefore there are
only finitely many unknowns r,(, z, ..., L, ,z,..., b,,,) for n < m. Moreover,
there are also only finite terms C,(). Using the Kolmogorov equations for n < m
one would have to solve a (large) linear system in order to find these unknowns.
Therefore, a conceptual algorithm for the solution of such systems would be to solve
the system of equations (5) to find the roots and then solve a linear system to find
the unsaturated probabilities and the coefficients C,(s). Bertsimas (1] implemented
an algorithm of this type for the R/R/m queue. The main difficulty with such an
algorithm is not the solution for the roots, but rather that the linear system becomes
very large very quickly. Our experience at least with the R/R/m is that finding the
roots is computationally quite easy, which is in agreement with the comments of
Chaudhry, Harris and Marchal [4]. The algorithm spends most of its time in the
solution of the linear system.
4 On the characteristic equation of an arbitrary queue
Our initial goal in this ection is to understand the nature and character of the
characteristic equation (5) and to generalize it to even more general queueing syse-
tems. The final goal is to be able to write the characteristic equation directly for an
arbitrary queueing system. We then apply this technique to find the characteristic
equatiom P ofverl systems with bulk arrivals, bulk service and feedback.
4.1 A pbysical interpretation of the queueing system
To geeraize our nalysis further, we introduce a direct method to obtain the char-
acteristic equations (5) from the dynamics of the system. The method is one of the




The key player of our method is the operator:
L 
T(z) = +, J 4(Z) +(  ( ) (6)jil
We interpret the definition (6) as follows.
The first term A indicates the transient behavior. The second term is due to arrival
processes with the argument t representing an increase in the number in the system
by one. The last term is due to ervice processes, and the argument l/z means a
decrease of the number in the system by one. Adding these terms means that all the
processes in the system are independent. Therefore, an addition of a new operator
&(u(z)) to the operator T(s) is equivalent to introduce a new independent process
to the system and the argument in u(z) describes how the number in the system
changes at each renewal epoch.
The characteristic system of equations () is simply the condition that the spec-
trum of T(.) equals to 0. An alternative approach to ee this is as follows. If
U(z) is the generating function
n(z) (= ),",
theur the problem can be formulated using the compenation method (Keilson [6])
as
il()T(z) = x(*). (7)
where T(s) is the operaor that describes the homogeneous dynamics and X(z) is
the ' o pt which is regular.
huam the structur of the solution
n(t) = r .()Z' = E l -()
and therefore z is singuiar point of (). om (7) however II() =
X(z)T'l(). Since X(z) is regular it means that = ;; msnt be singular point
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of T"1(z), i.e. the spectrum of T"t(s) should be infinity and thus the spectrum
of T(,) should be 0.
In addition, equation (a) means that the spectrum of T(*) is the sum of the
individual spectrums 0 of the operators (.). Equations (5b,5c) are the individual
characteristic equations for the spectrums of each of the operators A(.) from
lemma 1, while the final equation (5d) is the ergodicity condition.
4.2 The characteristic equation in bulk queues
In this subsection we apply the interpretation of the previous subsection to a general
bulk queueing system. Consider a combined bulk service and bulk arrival queue with
m heterogeneous servers and L arrival streams, in which server j serves r customers
with probability qj, and in the arrival stream i at each arrival epoch there are k
customers arriving with probability pik. Let
Vj(Z) = Fti,
be the generating function of the number of customers server j serves and
be the generating finction of the number of customers arriving in the arrival stream
i. Ourt al is to chicterise agin the structure of the system.
We saw in the previous subsection that the rgument of the operator 4(u(z))
is dae' 1pd'~ t the number in the system changes at every renewal epoch.
·i/'~~R~~rO t opevait4 that describes the system is
14- : -L 1
ince the number ) in the m inr))m r+ ordin to i( ))
since the number in the system increases according to y;(s) ad dect seccording
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to q(s). The characteristic equation for this system is thusr ~. B.() + ?., ,1 ,(oS) = (
( )(,()) = 1 (i = ... L)
,(w())(9, (a)) = 1 (j = 1 . m)
v(,)l < l
and the transform of the queue length distribution for n > m is
r,(s) = s c(.)
4.3 Queues with feedback
Consider again a heterogeneous system with one arriving stream, with the modifi-
cation that after each service completion the customer is fed back into the system
with probability , while with probability 1 - leaves the system. In this cas
v(z) = + ( - )
is the generating function of how the number in the system changes after a service
completion. In this ce the characteritic equation is as follows:
.(s) + , () =.
e.(s)) = 1
(w ))i(()) = i ... m)
iw(a.)1 < l
d'lb queue length distribution for n 2 m is
, a". .(,) = C, (s)(sr. b
consider quite complicated situations, for example combinations





We have generalized the method of stages to an arbitrary queueing system using
operators rather than matrices. This generalization enabled us to derive a rather
general procedure to describe the characteristic equation that an arbitrary queue
satisfies. Although our method can be only seen as a structural result when the
interarrival and service time distributions are arbitrary, it can potentially lead to
a finite algorithm in the case in which all the distributions have rational Laplace
transform. Moreover, our methods prove that a quite general class of queueing
systems (queues with heterogeneous servers, multiple arrival streams, with bulking
and feedback) are characterized by geometric tail for the queue length distribution
and exponential tail for the waiting time distribution.
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